
 
 

TRIRIGA UPDATES 
 

UPCOMING BROWSER COMPATIBILITY UPDATE 

Please note that upcoming changes will soon require you to access TRIRIGA through Firefox or Google 

Chrome browsers only. 

We strongly encourage you to switch to these browsers as soon as you can. Although this won’t be 

required immediately, it will be a requirement in the near future.  

If you need assistance with installing Firefox or Google Chrome, please send a message to IT at 

AdminITHelp@ucdavis.edu. 

 

VISUAL CHANGES & NEW FUNCTIONALITIES IN TRIRIGA 

Let’s go through those changes! If you have questions, you can reach us at facilities@ucdavis.edu, or at 

530-752-1655.  

 The width of the data screen has been expanded. You will now be able to see more columns of 

your data at once.  

o NOTE: The look of the visual changes will depend on the assigned properties and 

functions in TRIRIGA, and your screen size.  

 

NEW FUNCTIONALITY 

We are excited to give you more control over your report function!  Please be aware that changes that 

you make with the new report functions, will be refreshed to the original layout upon log-in.  

 You can now freely move your columns to help you sort data easier.   

o Click and drag most headers (see Graphic 1a below to see how header “Request Class” 

can be moved by dragging it.) 

 

Graphic 1a 



 At this time, not all headers have this ability. However, the most-used headers 

have this ability. 

 Each column has a hamburger icon (Graphic 2a below), you can click on this to do a few things: 

o Pin the column to the right or left of the data you are reviewing. By pinning a column, it 

locks that column in place and all other columns are now scrollable.  

o You can reset back to the default view. 

o You are able to hide/show any data columns from your view easily by checking on (or 

off) the list of columns given (Graphic 2 b and 2c below).  

 

 

 
Graphic 2a 

 

 
Graphic 2b 

 

 
Graphic 2c 

 



UPDATED FEATURES 

 The search function now stays at the top of the Task page.  

 The other search function is now on the upper right hand corner of the page and looks like this: 

 

 You can Star your favorite tasks for future use. 

 
 

 The export function icon is now on the right hand side. 

 

 Apply Filters is now in the upper right hand side 

 
 

 

 

 

 


